
Tokheim QuantiumTM

310 fuel dispenser
Industrial versatility

TOKHEIM QUANTIUMTM 410 FUEL DISPENSER



The height
of style 
Combining elegance with performance, the Tokheim 
QuantiumTM 410 fuel dispenser is impressive, stylish and 
practical. This dispenser is a design statement for those 
who dare to be different.

For more information, please www.tokheim.com. 
*Tokheim T-mediaTM available as option. 

Tokheim Quantium 410
fuel dispenser

Robust and Reliable

The Quantium 410 fuel dispenser is the only H-Style model in the family and 
has been designed predominantly to serve retail forecourts. Tall and slim, 
this dispenser stands out without dominating and offers additional branding 
opportunities due to the overhead valance. Upgrade to media to promote in-
store offers and provide an unmatched fuelling experience for your customers.

With the ability to dispense four fuel grades per side, this 
eight-hose model is designed with choice in mind, making 
it perfect for busy forecourts that are driven by the needs 
of their clientele. The Quantium 410 fuel dispenser not only 
adds a completely different look and feel to your forecourt, 
but its robust components also add a genuine benefit to your 
business.

Available Grades: 4

Available Nozzles: Up to 8

Available Flow Rates: 40, 40/80, 80, 130 LPM

Hose Management: Retraction, or no retraction

Nozzle Reach: 4m

Dispenser Orientation: Lane

Display Options: 6-6-4, 7-7-5 or VGA*

Vapour Recovery System: Yes

Automatic Temperature Compensation: Yes

Pump Type: TQP-RS, TQP-HS

AdBlue® Configuration: No

LPG Configurations: No

Customised Livery: Yes

Corrosion Resistance: Operation up to C5-M corrosion category ISO 

12944-2:1998 as standard (full operation in a C5-M environment may 

require additional treatment options) 

Operating Temperature: -25c to +55c 

Relative Humidity: 5-95%

Dimensions: 1250mm x 520mm x 2389mm
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